CATALOGUE

Women’s Apparel
Adaptive Open Back Tops
Size Chart for all
Adaptive Open Back Tops:

This ladies adaptive open back t-shirt is the perfect addition to any
Spring wardrobe! Design features a sky blue base surrounded by
flowy spring flower sleeves and back. This Tee has an open flap in the
back for easy dressing and reinforced stainless steel snap closures.
Our adaptive t-shirt opens up in the back allowing ladies to slide their
arms into their shirt sleeves without having to raise their arms over
their head. Designed to avoid painful bending or arm movement,
staying seated while being dressed, and avoids any irritation or
discomfort on skin. Ideal for ladies who have limited or no mobility
and are in a wheelchair.

Spring Flowers
Adaptive T-Shirt

Machine washable.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Our ladies adaptive open back fooler vest with a front zipper and side
pockets has a comfortable, classic feel while looking fashionable.
Featuring a non-cling fabric, lightweight material, a stylish neck
design, long sleeves and reinforced stainless steel snap closures.
Ideal for ladies who have limited or no mobility and use wheelchairs.
These fooler vests open up in the back allowing ladies to slide
their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise their arms.
Designed to avoid painful bending or arm movement while dressing
as well, ladies can be dressed in a seated position.
Machine washable. Made of 100% polyester.

Colors Available

Sizes Available

Adaptive Fooler
Vest

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Feather Blue
Fooler

Pink Watercolor
Fooler

Adaptive Roses
Fooler

Our open back adaptive ladies foolers are stylish, comfortable and easy-to-wear. Design features a
blue feathered pattern, 3/4 length sleeves, fabric that keeps its shape and reinforced stainless steel
snap closures on shoulders.
This top opens up in the back allowing individuals to slide their arms into the shirts sleeves without
having to raise their arms over their head. Designed to avoid painful bending or standing while
dressing. As well, fabric and snaps are designed to avoid irritation on skin. Ideal for individuals who
have limited or no mobility and for individuals who are in wheelchairs.
Machine washable.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Ladies fooler open back adaptive tops have a comfortable, classic feel while
looking fashionable. Featuring a non-cling fabric, lightweight material that looks
like a shawl with sleeves, a stylish v-neck design and reinforced stainless steel
snap closures.
This fooler tops open up in the back allowing individuals to slide their arms into
the shirts sleeves without having to raise their arms. Designed to avoid painful
bending or arm movement while dressing while avoiding skin irritation. Ideal for
individuals who have limited or no mobility or are in a wheelchair. Ladies can stay
seated while getting dressed.
Machine washable.
Body of shirts made of 96% polyester and 4% spandex.
Overlay made of 60% cotton and 40% polyester.

Colors Available
Sizes Available

Shawl Perfect
Fooler

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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Our ladies adaptive open back collared fooler tops have a
comfortable, classic collared feel while looking fashionable. Featuring
a non-cling fabric, lightweight material, a stylish v-neck design, long
sleeves and reinforced stainless steel snap closures.
Ideal for individuals who have limited or no mobility and use
wheelchairs. These fooler tops open up in the back allowing
individuals to slide their arms into the shirts sleeves without having to
raise their arms. Designed to avoid painful bending or arm movement
while dressing.
Machine washable. Made of 97% polyester and 3% spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Collared Ladies
Adaptive Fooler

Ladies open back adaptive blouses are beautiful and comfortable.
Offering multiple choices in patterns and colors, side pockets,
collared necklines, fabric that keeps its shape and does not cling, and
reinforced snap closures on shoulders.
Ideal for ladies who have limited or no mobility and are in
wheelchairs. These blouses open up in the back allowing ladies to
slide their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise their
arms over their head and can get dressed in a seated position.
Designed to avoid bending or arm movement while dressing and
avoids any skin irritation or discomfort.

Adaptive Ladies
Blouses

Made from 100% polyester.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Capes

Made with a double layer of polar fleece our reversible wheelchair
cape will keep you warm while not being heavy. Able to wear as a
solid or plaid color this versatile design will keep you feeling stylish.
Three snaps under the arms help for easy dressing and a shorter
back helps keep fabric clear of wheels all while providing extra
protection from the elements.
Machine Washable, Unisex.
Made in Canada

Colors Available

Wheelchair Cape

Sizes Available
(O/S)

Stay warm and cozy all year long with our beautiful polar fleece
shawls - bed jackets. These shawls feature a fashion button which
prevents shoulder slippage. Easy to use and can be used during the
day while moving or sitting in your favorite chair or in bed to keep the
chill off.
Easy Dressing
Machine Wash & Dry
Made of 100% polyester

Colors Available

Sizes Available
(O/S)

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

24K Trends Shawl
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Shawls & Cardigans
These premium quality plush shawls are the perfect gifting idea! Featuring a beautiful
text printed onto the embroidered heart on the front of the shawl and button side
closures. These shawls are the ideal snuggle partner to stay warm and comfortable.
Shawl, comes packaged in a ribbon-wrapped printed box for easy gifting!
We have 4 lovely sayings to choose from:
- Love you Mom May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very much.
- Love you Nana May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very much.
- You are so special Let love keep you warm.
- Love you Grandma May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very much.

When machine washing, choose a cold and gentle cycle. Do not bleach. Do not iron. If
tumble drying, select a low setting.

Royal Plush
Comfort Shawl

Made from 320 GSM royal plush 100% polyester and sateen with features button
closures.

Sizes Available
(O/S)

Stylish ladies sweater shawls that keep you nice and warm while
looking amazing. These shawls are designed to be comfortable and
elegant featuring arm cuffs to keep in place, a shorter back to allow
less bulking when sitting and fringe detail at the bottom.
- Completely Reversible
- Easy Dressing
- Made of 100% Acrylic
- Machine Wash & Dry

Colors Available

Sizes Available
(O/S)

Temptation Italy
Shawls

Our Excelsior cardigans feature a beautiful knit pattern, two front
patch pockets, center row of pearl buttons, fabric that does not
bunch up, and ribbed trim for shape retention.
Fashionable long cuff sleeves will keep you warm all season long!
Machine washable and made of 100% acrylic knit.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Excelsior Cardigan
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Adaptive Open Back Dresses
Size Chart for all
Adaptive Open Back Dresses
Our beautifully adaptive open back dress features a stunning floral
pattern with a complementing navy solid neck line, a side pocket,
made of a thicker fabric that does not cling or bulk while sitting down,
suitable for colder weather and two reinforced stainless steel snap
closures on the shoulders.
Ladies can remain in a seated position while getting dressed. This
dress is designed where the back layer cover is discreet, pattern will
avoid any irritation or discomfort on skin and are designed to avoid
painful bending or standing. Ideal for ladies who have limited or no
mobility and are in a wheelchair.

Navy Open Back
Adaptive Dress

Machine washable. Made of 96% polyester and 4% spandex.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Beautiful adaptive open back dress features complementary
patterns and colors, a side pocket, fabric that does not cling or bulk
while sitting down, and two reinforced stainless steel snap closures
on the shoulders.
Ladies can remain in a seated position while getting dressed. This
dress is designed where the back layer cover is discreet, pattern will
avoid any irritation or discomfort on skin and are designed to avoid
painful bending or standing. Ideal for ladies who have limited or no
mobility and are in a wheelchair.
Machine washable. Made from 100% polyester.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Summer Open Back
Adaptive Dress

Our beautifully adaptive open back dress features a herringbone
pattern with a soft rose pink accent, a faux two-piece look, 3/4
sleeves, made of fabric that does not cling or bulk while sitting down,
and two reinforced stainless snap closures on the shoulders. Can be
worn in colder weather.
Ladies can remain in a seated position while getting dressed. This
dress is designed where the back layer cover is discreet, pattern will
avoid any irritation or discomfort on skin and are designed to avoid
painful bending or standing. Ideal for ladies who have limited or no
mobility and are in a wheelchair.

Jennifer Open Back
Adaptive Dress

Machine washable. Made of 96% polyester and 4% spandex.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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Adaptive Pants
Size Chart for Women’s
Fleece Adaptive Pants
Ladies side snap closure adaptive fleece pant is designed for
everyday independent and assisted dressing. Our fleece pants are
designed with comfortable, mid weight fleece fabric, a faux fly, an
elastic waist band, and seams that do not cause friction or irritation
on the skin. Ideal for ladies who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable. Made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.
Fit is large. Order one size down for ladies.

Colors Available

Ladies Side Snap
Closure *Fleece*

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Ladies open back adaptive fleece pant is designed for everyday
independent and assisted dressing. Our fleece pants are designed
with comfortable, mid weight fleece fabric, a faux fly, an elastic waist
band, and seams that do not cause friction or irritation on the skin.
Ideal for ladies who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable. Made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.
Fit is large. Order one size down for ladies.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Ladies Open Back
Pant *Fleece*

Ladies side snap soft knit pant is designed for everyday independent
and assisted dressing. Our knit pants are designed with comfortable
fabric, two side pockets, an elastic waist band, and seams that do not
cause friction or irritation on the skin. Ideal for ladies who may have
dexterity challenges.
Machine washable. Made of 78% polyester, 19% rayon
and 3% spandex.

Ladies Side Snap
Closure *Soft Knit*
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Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Ladies reinforced stainless steel side snap closure adaptive pant is
designed for everyday independent and assisted dressing. Side snap
pants are designed with two side pockets, a elastic waist band, and
seams and snaps do not cause friction on the body. Ideal for ladies
who may have dexterity challenges.
Denim pant made of 60% cotton, 38% polyester, 2% spandex.
All pants are machine washable.

Size Chart

Ladies Side
Snap Closure
*Classic Denim*

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Adaptive Open Back Undershirts
Your lifestyle is our number one goal and we know some ladies are
simply just done with bras or need that extra layer under their favorite
blouse.
Our ladies open back adaptive undershirts are the perfect solution.
Undershirts are designed to add a little extra warmth and support,
v-neck design with a simple bow embellishment, comfortable fabric
that does not cling or bunch, and stainless steel snaps on shoulders
to avoid any skin irritation.
Ladies can remain in a seated position while getting dressed. Shirt is
designed where the back layer cover is discreet and avoids painful
bending or standing. Ideal for ladies who have limited or no mobility
and are in a wheelchair.
Machine washable. Made of 50% polyester and 50% cotton.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Ladies Open Back
Adaptive Undershirt
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Adaptive Open Back Nightgowns

Our ladies open back adaptive nightgowns are the perfect adaption
on the classic sleepwear style. Designed for comfort when sleeping,
sitting in bed or relaxing... warm, breathable, lightweight fabric, 3/4
sleeves, comfortable necklines, and reinforced stainless steel snap
closures.
These adaptive nightgowns open up in the back allowing individuals
to slide their arms into the sleeves of the nightgown without having to
raise their arms over their head. Avoids any painful movement. A full
panel in the back allows for discretion and snap and seam locations
allow for no irritation on skin. Individuals can be dressed from a
seated position. Ideal for those who have no mobility or limited and
for ladies who are in wheelchairs..
Machine washable. Made of 65% polyester and 35% cotton.

Assorted Colors Available
Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Open Back Soft
Knit Nightgown

Our ladies open back adaptive nightgowns are the perfect adaption
on the classic sleepwear style. Designed for comfort when sleeping,
sitting in bed or relaxing... warm, breathable, lightweight fabric, 3/4
sleeves, comfortable necklines, and reinforced stainless steel snap
closures.
These adaptive nightgowns open up in the back allowing individuals
to slide their arms into the sleeves of the nightgown without having to
raise their arms over their head. Avoids any painful movement. A full
panel in the back allows for discretion and snap and seam locations
allow for no irritation on skin. Individuals can be dressed from a
seated position. Ideal for those who have no mobility or limited and
for ladies who are in wheelchairs..
Machine washable.

Open Back
Flannel Nightgown
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Assorted Colors Available
Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Men’s Apparel
Adaptive Open Back Tops

Our men’s open back adaptive short sleeve polo shirts have
traditional style with a handsome look and a classic, comfortable feel.
These men’s adaptive polo’s feature a ribbed collar, two adjustable
buttons on the front, a chest pocket, elbow length sleeves, warm,
non-cling fabric and reinforced stainless steel snap closures on each
shoulder.
Polo’s are designed to open up in the back allowing gentlemen to
slide their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise or lower
their arms or struggle with neck openings. Designed to avoid painful
bending or standing while dressing and avoids irritation to skin. Ideal
for gentlemen who have limited or no mobility and use a wheelchair.
Red stripe print is made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.

Open Back Short
Sleeve Polo

Navy and grey mix prints are made of 64% polyester, 28% rayon, and
8% spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Our open back adaptive men’s cardigan features two pockets, faux
buttons down the middle, soft, comfortable fabric that keeps its
shape and reinforced stainless steel snap closures on each shoulder
to avoid any skin irritation.
This classic adaptive cardigan opens up in the back allowing
individuals to slide their arms into the sweaters sleeves without
having to raise their arms over their head and stay in a seated
position while getting dressed. Designed to avoid painful bending or
arm movement while dressing. Ideal for gentlemen who have limited
or no mobility.
Machine washable and made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester..

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Colors Available

Open Back
Cardigan
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Our men’s open back adaptive sweaters have traditional style and a
classic, comfortable feel.
Men’s adaptive foolers have feature reinforced stainless steel snaps
on shoulders and back collar, long sleeves, and a collared shirt under
a sweater look with a soft, plush feel.
Foolers are designed to open up in the back allowing gentlemen to
slide their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise or lower
their arms or struggle with neck openings. Designed to avoid painful
bending or standing while dressing and avoids irritation to skin. Ideal
for gentlemen who have limited or no mobility.
Machine washable.

Open Back
Fooler

Made of 88% polyester, 10% rayon and 2% spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Our men’s open back adaptive buttoned collared fooler has an
everyday, classic style and an incredible soft, comfortable feel.
These open back adaptive shirts feature a neck collar, three wooden
buttons on the front, complementary patterns and colors, soft fabric
that does not bunch or loose shape, and stainless steel snap closures
on each shoulder.
This adaptive shirt open up in the back allowing individuals to slide
their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise their arms.
Designed to avoid painful bending or standing while dressing as well,
fabric and snaps are designed to avoid irritation on skin. Ideal for
men who have limited or no mobility. and for individuals who are in
wheelchairs.
Machine washable. Made of 80% polyester, 15% rayon
and 5% spandex.

Sizes Available

Colors Available

Open Back Buttoned
Collar Fooler

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Our men’s open back adaptive long sleeve shirts have traditional
style with a handsome look and a classic, comfortable feel.
These men’s adaptive shirts feature a ribbed collar, two adjustable
buttons on the front, a faux chest pocket, and reinforced stainless
steel snap closures on each shoulder.
These shirts are designed to open up in the back allowing gentlemen
to slide their arms into the shirt sleeves without having to raise or
lower their arms or struggle with neck openings. Designed to avoid
painful bending or standing while dressing and avoids irritation to
skin. Ideal for gentlemen who have limited or no mobility and use a
wheelchair.

Open Back Striped
Collar Shirt

Machine washable. Made of 65% polyester, 30% viscose and 5%
spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Men’s Open Back Adaptive Undershirt

Your lifestyle is our number one goal and we know some men are
creatures of habit when it comes to their wardrobe or need that extra
layer under their favorite dress shirt or polo shirt.
Our men’s open back adaptive undershirts are the perfect solution.
Undershirts are designed to add a little extra warmth, v-neck design
to fit any style of shirt, comfortable fabric that does not cling or
bunch, and stainless steel snaps on shoulders to avoid any skin
irritation.
Men can remain in a seated position while getting dressed. Shirt is
designed where the back layer cover is discreet and avoids painful
bending or standing. Ideal for gentlemen who have limited or no
mobility and are in a wheelchair.
Machine washable. Made of 50% polyester and 50% cotton.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Men’s Open Back
Adaptive Undershirt
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Adaptive Pants

Men’s reinforced stainless steel side snap closure adaptive fleece
pant is designed for everyday independent and assisted dressing.
Side snap pants are designed with comfortable, warm, mid weight
fleece, two side pockets, an elastic waist band, and seams that do
not cause friction or irritation on the skin. Ideal for gentlemen who
may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable. Made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Men’s Side Snap
Closure *Fleece*

Men’s reinforced stainless steel side snap closure adaptive pant is
designed for everyday independent and assisted dressing. Side snap
pants are designed with two side pockets, an elastic waist band, 32
inch inseam, and seams and snaps that do not cause friction on the
body. Ideal for gentlemen who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable.
Black pant made of 100% polyester.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Men’s Side Snap
Closure *Durable
Gabardine*

Men’s reinforced stainless steel side snap closure adaptive pant is
designed for everyday independent and assisted dressing. Side snap
pants are designed with two side pockets, a elastic waist band, 32
inch inseam, and seams and snaps that do not cause friction on the
body. Ideal for gentlemen who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable.

Men’s Side Snap
Closure *Classic
Denim*
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Denim pant made of 75% cotton, 22% polyester, and 3% spandex.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Men’s open back adaptive fleece pant is designed for everyday
independent and assisted dressing. Our open back fleece pants
are designed with comfortable, warm, mid weight fleece, two side
pockets, an elastic waist band, and seams that do not cause friction
or irritation on the skin. Ideal for gentlemen who may have dexterity
challenges.
Machine washable.
Made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.

Colors Available
Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Men’s Open Back
Pant *Fleece*

Men’s open back adaptive pant is designed for everyday
independent and assisted dressing. Our open back pants are
designed with two side pockets, an elastic waist band, 32 inch
inseam, and seams and snaps that do not cause friction on the body.
Ideal for gentlemen who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable.

Men’s Open Back Pant
*Classic Denim*

Denim pant made of 75% cotton, 22% polyester, and 3% spandex.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Men’s open back adaptive pant is designed for everyday
independent and assisted dressing. Our open back pants are
designed with two side pockets, an elastic waist band, 32 inch
inseam, and seams and snaps that do not cause friction on the body.
Ideal for gentlemen who may have dexterity challenges.
Machine washable.
Black pant made of 100% polyester.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Men’s Open Back
Pant *Durable
Gabardine*
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Men’s Open Back Nightshirts

Our men’s adaptive open back nightshirt pajamas are the perfect
adaption on the classic sleepwear style. Designed for comfort when
sleeping, sitting in bed or relaxing, a warm, non-cling flannel fabric,
features a chest pocket, comfortable necklines, and reinforced
stainless steel snap closures on shoulders.
These adaptive nightshirts open up in the back allowing gentlemen
to slide their arms into the sleeves without having to raise their
arms over their head or any painful bending and allowing you to
get dressed in a seated position. A full panel in the back allows
for discretion and no irritation on skin. Ideal for those who have no
mobility or limited or are in a wheelchair.
Machine washable.

Assorted Colors Available
Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Open Back
Flannel

Our men’s adaptive open back nightshirt pajamas are the perfect
adaption on the classic sleepwear style. Designed for comfort when
sleeping, sitting in bed or relaxing, a warm, non-cling flannel fabric,
features a chest pocket, comfortable necklines, and reinforced
stainless steel snap closures on shoulders.
These adaptive nightshirts open up in the back allowing gentlemen
to slide their arms into the sleeves without having to raise their
arms over their head or any painful bending and allowing you to
get dressed in a seated position. A full panel in the back allows
for discretion and no irritation on skin. Ideal for those who have no
mobility or limited or are in a wheelchair.
Machine washable.

Open Back
Jersey Knit
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Assorted Colors Available
Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Footwear
Wide Fitting Sandals

Drew’s are designed to easily accommodate orthotics while being
stylish and therapeutically comfortable. Completely adjustable for
every foot and hosting a removable, antimicrobial, micro suede &
poliyou foot bed. Soles can be hand washed to keep your feet looking
and smelling great all summer long!
Drew’s feature a 3-way adjustable hook and loop closure system,
upper material is a combination of elasticized PU and leather, soft
polyester foam backed lining, and a durable polyurethane out-sole.
Available in both Black and Beige.

Drew Roomy Open
Toe Sandal Beige

Darrell’s are designed for individuals who have acute concerns
and challenges with their feet and ankles. These open toe sandals
can be adjusted to fit all swelling concerns and still be extremely
comfortable.
This sandal features 3D textile upper material, soft polyester foam
backed lining, non-skid sole and a 3-way adjustable hook and loop
strap closure for a comfortable fit. Can be worn indoor and outdoor
and has a non-marking sole.
Anti-microbial, washable micro suede and Poliyou foot bed to
accommodate orthotics. Machine washable.

Darrell Sandal Extra Wide Fitting

Colors Available

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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Wide Fitting Shoes
Nurses are designed for individuals who have acute concerns and
challenges with their feet and ankles. These shoes can be adjusted
to fit all swelling concerns and to make sure they are always a
comfortable wear.
These slipper/shoe features a large open adjustable hook and loop
closure, removable insole for orthotics, made with memory foam
and a wool blend. Can be worn indoor and outdoor and has a nonmarking sole.
Machine washable.

Colors Available

Nurse Slipper/Shoe
- Extra Wide Fitting

Doctor’s are designed for individuals who have acute concerns and
challenges with their feet and ankles. These shoes can be adjusted
to fit all swelling concerns and to make sure they are always a
comfortable wear.
These slipper/shoe features a large open adjustable hook and loop
closure, removable insole for orthotics, made with memory foam
and a wool blend. Can be worn indoor and outdoor and has a nonmarking sole.

Doctor Slipper/Shoe
- Extra Wide Fitting

Machine washable.

This shoe/slipper features genuine wool blend upper, removable
contoured micro suede covered foot bed, a micro suede lining, a
single hook and loop closure system, and a lightweight and durable
rubber compound unit outer sole. This shoe is an indoor and outdoor
slip-on and a non-marking sole.
Ideal for ladies with dexterity concerns or want the convenience of a
quick slip-on slipper with stability to walk around in.

Amity Shoe/Slipper
- Wide Fitting
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Dani’s are designed for individuals who have acute concerns and
challenges with their feet and ankles. These shoes can be adjusted to
fit all swelling concerns and still be extremely comfortable.
This shoe features a faux lace closure combination with a hook and
loop closure, micro suede upper material, soft polyester foam backed
lining, and a non-skid sole. Can be worn indoor and outdoor and has
a non-marking sole.
Anti-microbial, washable micro suede and Poliyou foot bed to
accommodate orthotics.

Dani Shoe - Extra
Wide Fitting

Jewel’s are designed for individuals who have minor concerns and
challenges with their feet and ankles. Designed for ladies with a
narrow foot. These shoes can be adjusted to fit swelling concerns and
to make sure they are always a comfortable wear.
These slipper/shoe feature a single adjustable hook and loop closure,
removable insole for orthotics, made with memory foam and are
available in a wool blend or satin finish. Can be worn indoor and
outdoor and has a non-marking sole.
Machine washable.

Jewel Slipper/Shoe Wide Fitting

Colors Available

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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Diabetic Friendly Socks

Our 3 pack Easy Comfort socks are mid-calf high and designed to be
a diabetic friendly sock. Design features include a flat hand-linked toe
seam, created with miracle stretch technology that allows this sock
to fit almost any calf size without slipping or sagging. Easy comfort
socks are perfect for any individual with sensitive foot issues. It offers
ultimate comfort and protection.
Designed for individuals with diabetes, sensitive feet, vascular
disorders, and swollen feet and ankles.
Made from 55% cotton, 42% polyester, and 3% spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available

Diabetic Friendly
Socks - 3 Pack
Easy Comfort

S, M, L

Our diabetic friendly Comfort Sock is an all natural cotton sock
that hugs your foot for a perfect fit. Lo-rise style, this stretchy sock
allows for a comfortable fit for almost any size foot and leg without
restricting circulation. Features a flat toe seam and moisture wicking
fibers.
Lo-rise Comfort socks are great for individuals with diabetes, poor
vascular circulation, edema, arthritis, and wide ankles.
Made of 98% cotton and 2% spandex.

Diabetic Friendly
Socks - Comfort
Sock Lo-Rise

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Our diabetic friendly Comfort Sock is an all natural cotton sock
that hugs your foot for a perfect fit. Mid-rise style, this stretchy sock
allows for a comfortable fit for almost any size foot and leg without
restricting circulation. Features a flat toe seam and moisture wicking
fibers.
Mid-rise Comfort socks are great for individuals with diabetes, poor
vascular circulation, edema, arthritis, and wide ankles.
Made of 98% cotton and 2% spandex.

Colors Available

Sizes Available

Diabetic Friendly
Socks - Comfort
Sock Mid-Rise

S, M, L

Our diabetic friendly SureSteps socks are mid-calf high with an antislip tread on the sole to provide traction while walking on smooth or
slippery surfaces.
These socks are made with a stretch weave that does not bind or
restrict circulation. They will not slip or bunch up at the ankle and can
be easily put on.
SureStep socks are great for individuals with diabetes, poor vascular
circulation, edema, arthritis, and wide ankles.
Made of 88% cotton, 11% nylon, and 1% spandex

Diabetic Friendly
Socks - SureSteps

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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Snoozies

Who doesn’t like their feet being cozy warm and looking super cute at
the same time? Try our Snoozie slippers.
These classic, cozy little slippers are designed for every ladies tootsies
and styles. Featuring are baby soft plush fabric, lined with overstuffed
faux lining for extreme comfort and warmth. Designed with a pull on
closure, non skid soles, and grips on the bottom.
Machine washable.

Sizes Available

Colors Available

S, M, L, XL

Snoozies
Super Plush

Who doesn’t like their feet being comfortable and looking super cute
at the same time? Try are Snoozie skinny slippers.
These soft skinnies are designed for every ladies tootsies and style.
Featuring a classic light weather summer fleece and bright fun
patterns. Designed with a pull on closure, non skid soles, and grips on
the bottom.

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL

Snoozies
Skinnies
Who doesn’t like their feet being cozy warm and looking super cute at
the same time? Try our Snoozie slippers.
These classic, cozy little slippers are designed for every ladies tootsies
and styles. Featuring are baby soft plush fabric and soft polyester
lining with cushioned insole. Designed with a pull on closure, non skid
soles, and grips on the bottom.
Machine washable.

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL
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Colors Available

Snoozies Cloud 9

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Who doesn’t like their feet being cozy warm and looking good at the
same time? Try our Snoozie slippers.
These classic, cozy Sherpa shag knit slippers for men are are
designed for everyday wearing. Featuring a two toned pattern, a pom
pom cozy Sherpa fabric for ultimate comfort and warmth. Designed
with a pull on closure, non skid soles, and grips on the bottom.
Machine washable.

Snoozies Men’s
Slippers

Colors Available

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL

Who doesn’t like their feet being cozy warm and looking good at the
same time? Try our Snoozie slippers.
These classic, cozy Sherpa shag knit slippers for men are are
designed for everyday wearing. Featuring a two toned pattern, a pom
pom cozy Sherpa fabric for ultimate comfort and warmth. Designed
with a pull on closure, non skid soles, and grips on the bottom.

Sizes Available

Colors Available

S, M, L, XL

Camo Snoozies

Who doesn’t like their feet being cozy warm and looking super cute at
the same time? Try our Snoozie slippers.
These classic, cozy little slippers are designed for every ladies tootsies
and styles. Featuring are baby soft plush fabric and soft polyester
lining with cushioned insole. Designed with a pull on closure, non skid
soles, and grips on the bottom.
Machine washable.

Snoozies Simply
Pairables

Colors Available

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Sizes Available
S, M, L, XL
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Comfort Products
These premium quality plush shawls are the perfect gifting idea! Featuring a
beautiful text printed onto the embroidered heart on the front of the shawl and
button side closures. These shawls are the ideal snuggle partner to stay warm
and comfortable. Shawl, comes packaged in a ribbon-wrapped printed box for
easy gifting!
We have 4 lovely sayings to choose from:
- Love you Mom May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very
much.
- Love you Nana May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very
much.
- You are so special Let love keep you warm.

Royal Plush
Comfort Shawl

- Love you Grandma May you always feel comfort knowing you are loved so very
much.
When machine washing, choose a cold and gentle cycle. Do not bleach. Do not
iron. If tumble drying, select a low setting.
Made from 320 GSM royal plush 100% polyester and sateen with features button
closures.

Sizes Available
(O/S)

Give this soft, thick blanket to someone special to let them know how much they
mean to you. This warm blanket comes with a heart full of comforting words that
let the recipient know your kind wishes. Blanket is plush, cozy and just right for a
friend or family member who could use the comforting softness. This blanket will
be a special reminder of you and how much you care about the lucky person who
receives it.
4 Heart felt messages to choose from:
- Love You Mom, May you always feel comfort knowing you are very special and
loved so very much.
- Love You Nana, Your love fills our hearts with happiness. May you always find
comfort in knowing how much you are loved.
- Love You, Love you to the moon and back. You are so very cherished.
- You are so Special, Let love keep you warm.

Royal Plush
Comfort Blanket

Blanket dimensions: 50” x 60”
Packaged in a ribbon-wrapped open-faced box, is made from high-quality 320
GSM plush royal polyester and features a silk detail.
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

Warm Buddy Animals

Our incredibly soft warm buddies are made using a cream color faux fur with embroidered eyes and paws. Each
buddy comes with a removable hypoallergenic heat pack, made in Canada, with all natural ingredients. They can be
warmed in the microwave or cooled in the freezer and come unscented to protect against allergies. Aromatherapy
scent can be added by placing a few drops of your favorite essential oil on the inner heat pack.
Our buddies promote an all natural relaxation and reflief from aches, pains, stress, headaches, tummy aches and
ear aches. Gentle warmth helps to settle; providing a good nights sleep.
Cuddle buddies are 13” tall and have an outside cover that is machine washable.

Products available are not limited to the catalogue*
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What is Adaptive Clothing?
Open Back Tops

Full
Overlap

Back

Open Back
Nightgown/Nightshirt

Full
Overlap

Back

Open Back Pants

Back
Side Snap
Closure Pants

Back
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Products available are not limited to the catalogue*

